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AESTRACT

xt is shown that the Einstein Universe is stable by a lame class

of exact perturbations, which axe aade starting froa a detailed

exan of the topology of the nodel, and which include perturba*

tlons of the type considered by Leaaltre. lhe parable» is xedocad

to the one-dimensional motion of a particle, in a potential well

whose mlniaum corresponds to the configuration of the Einstein

Universe.
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A meaningful concept of stability of a Cosmological Model can

be satisfactorily introduced in the context of the Perturbation

Theory of Cosmological Models. In this way, Lifshitz £l~2, and

Lifshitz and Khalatnikov ZX} analysed the stability of Cosmolo

gical solutions of Einstoin equations by developing a general

method of treating first-order perturbations of isotropic models.

Hawking £3^ also treated perturbations of cosmological models

by the use of the quasi-Maxwellian formulation of Einstein field

equations. A final and complete review of the subject was re-

cently given by Novello, Salim and Heintzmann £ O •

In the same scheme of first-order perturbations, the original

idea of stability seems however to be due to Lemattre (j>3 » *»h>o

examined the Einstein universe and showed that it was unstable—a£

tually Einstein equations imply that the amplitude of the ini-

tial first-order perturbations of the matter density of the mod

el increases exponentially with time, the rate of increasing de

pending only on the matter density present in the original mod-

el. In all the papers cited above perturbations are nevertheless

first-order, that is, only linear terms in the perturbations are

kept and the dynamics is given by the linearized field equations

over the unperturbed background.

In the present paper we consider a class of exact perturbations

of the Einstein Universe, which are made starting from an analy_

sis of the global (topological) structure of the model. We show

that the Einstein model is stable with respect to this class of

exact perturbations (which include perturbations of the type cot»

sidered by Lemaítre). This example motivates not only a program

of making exact fjerturbatlons in cosmological models, generating
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by this procedure new stable structures, but also the reexara of

previous results of perturbation theory in the light of exact e-

quations.

The procedure to make these perturbations involves a detailed

exam of the topological structure of the model to be perturbed.

To this end we characterize here the Einstein Universe as the «in
•HI

ply connected Lie group RxS 3 on which we introduce a l e f t - i n -

variant Iozentzian metric, which i s solution of Einstein equations.

S is the topological 3-sohere, which i s a H e group acting on
1*

itself by left multiplication 1^6^ C73 • Introducing on S the

Euler coordinates (x*Q*$)t with 0 < e < it, 0£x» *l2ir» tne

invariant vector fields on s can be expressed

v « cosx ~ + £2* ~ - cotge sinx ~
39 sine 34» dx

X. - -sinx — + ̂ ^ — - cotge cosx ~
39 sine 3<ji 9x

with corresponding left-invariant dual 1-forms

(o »dx+cos0d$

w * cosx de + sine sinx d<t>

COSX

3
which satisfy the algebra of S ,

(I)
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On the manifold R we introduce the coordinate t(-«»<t<«») with

vector field X = S/3t and dual 1-forra dt, and satisfying obvi-

ously

(2)

The manifold R x S is the covering group of the algebra (1),(2),

1 2 3
and (X /Xj^/X^) and (dt,w ,u> ,w ) constitute bases respective

ly for vector fields and 1-forms on R x S . The Einstein model is

obtained by introducing on R x S the left invariant Lorentzian

metric

g<Xa,Xb) «diag(l,-A
2,-A2,-A2) a,b = 0,1,2,3 (3)

or equivalently

(4)

9 '

where A is a constant parameter1,. The geometry (3) or (4) i s so

lution of Einstein equations with the cosmological constant term,

for kp»-2A»—=Hr , where p i s the mass density of the pressureless
2AZ

fluid, as measured locally by the comoving observers with four-

-velocity field 3/31. By construction the spaoe-like sections t-const

have the topology of S3 . Now S3 has the structure of a fiber

bundle, with base space S and fiber homeoroorphic to S Ĉ D • I n

3 1 2

other words S has the local decomposition S x S , this decompo

sition being realized by splitting the tangent vector spaces of

S 3 with respect to the vector field X x» 3/3x . We have a vertical
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space V spanned by the vector Xt with corresponding dual 1-forra

<ol; and the horizontal space H orthogonal to X1 spanned by the

vectors Y2~ 3/36 and Y-* 3/3 <J>-cos9 3/3x , with corresponding dual

1-forms 62= d9 and a3= d<J>. The metric on V is expressed as

and gives the geometry of S ; the metric on H i s expressed as

gH: gH(Y2 Y 2 ) * l , 9H<V3 Y 3 )=s in 2 6 , other components zero, and
2

gives the geometry of S . The geometry of the Einstein Universe

is then split into

d s 2 « d t 2 - A 2 {g v (x 1 X 1 ) (w 1 ) 2 +g H (X m X n ) omcn} (5)

1 2according to the fibcring R x S x S , where m,n = 2,3.

Now starting from the geometry (5) we make the following per
2

turbation: the radius of the 2-sphere S is made time-dependent.
3

We then obtain a new manifold with the same topology R x S , and

time-dependent geometry by give.i

-{A2gfr(X, X1)(u)
1)2 + B2(t) gu(Xm X ) o

mo n} (6)

The spatial sections t=const, have the topology of S , analo-

gous to the static Einstein universe. The dynamics of the per.-

turbed models are described by Einstein equations with the cos-

mological constant term. We take for the matter content of the

model a perfect fluid, with matter-energy density p and pressure

IT, as measured by the comoving observers with four-velocity field

a/3t. We distinguish from (6)
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1) Einstein Universe

B = Bg= const.

and Einstein equations imply

, B 2 = À2 C7)
2\

2) Einstein Perturbed Universes

Einstein equations for (6) reduce to three independent differen-

tial equations. Two of then define p and tr, and the third one

yields the differential equation for B(t)

â+ (2)2+ 1 -i_ =o (8)
B B B B

where a dot denotes t-derivative. Equation (8) has the first in

tegral

B B

where C is an integration constant. Introducing the new variable

2
q = B (t), eqs. (8) and (9) can be rewritten as

-4 2 »-2q+2X 2 £nq+2C (11)
2
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The dynamics of the models as given by eqs,. tlui and U D can be

reduced to the 1-dim motion of a particle in a potential well,

described by the Lagrangean

i q2-V(q)
2

(12)

where

V(q) (13)

The graph of the potential (13) is depicted in Pig. 1. The mindL

2 2mum of the potential occurs for qE= A »B E , that is, the configu

ration of the Einstein universe is a point of stability of the

class of models (6).

rig, 1. .The graph of th# potential V(q), with th» •aynptoeletae

.-.jvlour for until and larg* q.
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The value of V a i n is given by

Introducing the canonical laoroentun p«—*=q , the Hamiltonian of

the system is a constant of motion given by

H= i p
2+V(q) «2C

2
(14)

The trajectories of the system in the phase plane (q,p) are closed,

the turning points given by qx and q2 (cf. Fig.l). In fact from

the autonomous system of equations of motion

= -2 + (15)

the trajectories of the system can be drawn as in Fig. 2. The ar

row describes the direction of increasing time.

f ig . 2. The trajectories o.' tne <>yct«n> in the (q,p) -|*UM plant.



iVt this point we can discuss the meaning of exact perturbations

and stability of the r-.^tein universe: each trajectory of Fig.2-

- characterized by the "energy"' parameter 2C - corresponds to a

model which is an exact perturbation of the Einstein geometry,

and is stable in the sense that its phase-plane (q,v) amplitude

about the stability point (q = q ,p = 0) is always bounded. The

point (q = qE»p = 0) - which corresponds to the configuration of

the Einstein universe - is a stability point of the system. 3y

decreasing the value of the "energy" 2C to the value V . = V_
m m t>

(cf. also Fig. 1) we car confine the trajectory to any neighbor

hood about the stability point (q = q-»" - 0). On the other hand
lie

any infinitesimal perturbation of the Einstein model obtained by

taking the "energy" 2C~V +* (c nositive and infinitesiraal) is

stable and corresponds to an exact bounded trajectory about the

stability point, and infinitesimally close to it.

Expanding V(q) about V . -V we obtain

V(q) =VE+J-2 (q-q £)
2 + ... (16)

A

For 2C close to Vg we obviously have that T*qE is small and the

motion is a sinusoidal oscilation about q£ described by

q(t) -q-*£ sinv t
C 0

where v " = A//2, and the amplitude i = X/2c-VE. For oscilla-

tions about (q = q E,p=0! with large amplitudes, we use action-

angle variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of the sys-

tem and we can express q(t) as a Fourier series in the funda-
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mental frequency given by

q2

ql

Using (10) and (11) we express the natter-energy density p

and pressure ft as

kp m 2X2£rtq+2C-A2/2 + ,

2q2 (18)

lcir-2X2£nq-t'2C-5A2/2 _A

For q-qE Infinitesimal, namely 2C = V E+e with c infinitesimal we

obviously have that p * pB+ 5p , IT=0 + 6n , where 6p and «IT are infin

itesimal perturbations to the corresponding values of the Einstein

model, and bounded for all t. Nevertheless for each trajectory

q(t) we must garantee that p and TT satisfy the energy condition»

C O p>0' I111 IP and iffl"51 for a11 *• In tne s c n e m e of perfect
fluid it is easy to verify that these conditions are always sat

isfied for a large range of the "energy" 2C. Wé note, for small

oscilations about (q = q E,p»0), that we must change the value of

A in case we also demand that 6ir>0, for all t.

Wé make some final comments. Each trajectory of Fig. 2- which

can be obtained by continuously increasing the "energy" param-

eter 2C, starting fron Vfflin= v_ — corresponds to an exact ab-

lution of Einstein equations, with p and ir given by (18). In the

perfect fluid scheme such models satisfy reasonable physical con

ditions for a large range of the "energy" 2C. The effect of in-

troduction of viscosity terms in the behaviour of the fluid must
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be examined. If by •sorae physical process the geometry could fluctu-

ate and the curvature of the 2-sphere changed sign (in other voids

if the topology of S2 changed to give a 2-dim open space1 we can

show that the future of the system would be to expand indefinite

ly to q-"», in which the quantity (17) would be a measure of a "re

laxation time" of the system.

The class of perturbations we have considered are spatially ho»

mogeneous, or have infinite wave-length (in the language ofJtefs.

£l2 and C O ) ' but at ieast the small exact time-dependent per-

turbation q-q.,« I sinv t can be properly localized. Our result poses

the striking question that the program of the theory of perturba

tions of cosmological models, and its eventual applications to

the theory of galaxy formation, should then be reexamined in

the light of the exact dynamics of the perturbations.

We thank M. Movello for stimulating discussions on the subject

of this paper.
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